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The future of energy is here
Apex Energy Australia is a 100% privately owned Australian
renewable electricity company based in Adelaide, South Australia.
Specialising in large- and small-scale solar energy and battery storage
for a range of off-grid and grid-connected applications, Apex Energy is
a leader in reliable, cost-effective renewable power solutions.
We provide highly efficient, custom-designed sustainable energy
capture, storage, distribution and networking for diverse sectors and
industries including mining, defence, communications, as well as
commercial and residential applications.

Our purpose
To deliver effective, tailored,
high-quality renewable power
solutions in a way that’s safe,
timely, on budget, and exceeds
client expectations.

Our vision

Our values

To be a nationally respected
leader in solar and battery
solutions for industrial,
commercial and residential
markets.

We are known for our integrity,
skill, capability, quality service,
and positive attitude. We are
open and honest. We build
trust. We deliver.

“Apex has enjoyed steady and sustainable growth since our inception.
Much of this can be credited to our company philosophy of always thinking
beyond the short-term achievements, and focusing on the long-term goals
of our company and our clients.”
– Paul Stallan, Apex Energy Founder & Director
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About Us
Since early 2000s, Apex Energy has grown into a diverse and
respected energy and communications business with over 60

ABOUT APEX

in-house employees.

We provide essential products and services to the mining,
telecommunications and commercial sectors. Apex Energy takes pride
in enabling employees to take ownership of their work through an
inclusive work culture backed by structured quality control systems.
Our commitment to quality, safety and the environment are recognised
with triple ISO certifications and accreditation with indigenous
procurement organisation, Supply Nation.
Apex Energy acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the country
throughout Australia and recognises their continuing connection to land,
waters and community. We pay our respect to them and their cultures;
and to Elders past, present and emerging.
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Capabilities
With in-house design and
manufacturing at our Adelaide
production facility, projects can be
individually tailored and customised to
suit any number of energy and project
requirements. From the initial solution
concepts and detailed CAD drafting
to equipment procurement and
manufacturing, we take care of it all.

Our extensive knowledge and experience, combined with a
commitment to continual research and development, underpins our
capacity to find effective solutions that meet the needs of unique and
challenging power requirements – from suburban homes to outback
mining camps, remote defence operations, un-staffed equipment
installations and off-shore platforms.

In addition to specially designed and built solar power networks,
Apex Energy also offers:
‘Off-the-shelf’ solutions including our transportable, containerised,
‘Battery Energy Storage System’ (BESS).
A wide range of superior quality solar energy components.
Accredited, reliable installation and commissioning teams.
Highly cost-effective servicing, maintenance and remote-monitoring
packages to provide greater longevity, peace-of-mind and returnon-investment.
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Customer Service
Large projects can be complex to manage, requiring inputs from
multiple sources and stakeholders. The approachable and attentive
Apex Energy project management team are your single point of contact
for all communications, so you won’t be ‘hand-balled’ from one expert
to another. This continuity of communications reduces time, minimises

OFFERING

stress, and results in a better overall project experience.

Resources
As well as our established local manufacturing facility, Apex Energy has
human and technical resources permanently located in Adelaide and
the Cooper Basin. Our fully trained and certified installation and service
crews can swiftly mobilise equipment, ensuring jobs are delivered
safely, efficiently, on time and on budget.

Product
Our extensive and continual product
research, exhaustive field testing, and
decades of experience in solar energy and
battery storage means that we know exactly
what quality, robust and fit-for-purpose
renewable power infrastructure should look
like. A zero-compromise attitude to quality,
from the smallest details to the largest
equipment components, ensures we can
offer end-to-end solutions with minimal
potential failure points.
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Industries
Mining

Mining operations have a vast range of electricity needs – from small remote
monitoring units to powering large site camps. The challenges and costs of meeting
electricity requirements in remote locations and challenging environments from
diesel generators or remote power grids are becoming less financially viable.

Defence

Access to reliable, robust, dispatchable and silent power solutions is essential for
our critical defence sites and equipment, and Apex Energy has the know-how and
solutions to deliver it.

Power
Networks

Electricity networks in regional and metropolitan areas are being put under
mounting strain from increases in consumer consumption and the rapid uptake
of grid-connected solar systems feeding into the network.

Communications

Reliable and effective communications systems are vital in today’s connected
society. Mobile phone networks rely on towers; terrestrial systems require
exchanges; and internet providers need servers – and they all demand consistent,
24/7 power supply.

Diesel
Replacement

From outback stations to off-shore platforms; remote communities to isolated
mining sites – all have a need for reliable electricity and still, in the 21st century
that’s often via diesel generators. And that means diesel and diesel transporting,
which can not only be expensive, but also interrupted by weather and other
unexpected events.

Commercial

Apex Energy solar and battery storage for business can offer a highly attractive
return on investment with almost zero upfront costs. In most instances, investing
in solar for larger commercial type applications, including businesses, schools,
universities and government buildings, means that your electricity bill can be
replaced by paying off a solar system asset.

Residential

Apex Energy’s services and products are the ideal choice for residential solar
energy and battery storage customers in Australia – whether you are looking to
connect to the grid or for energy self-sufficiency off-grid.

Special Projects

Electricity is required for almost an unlimited number of uses across Australia. If
you have an energy requirement that we have not listed on our website, please
don’t hesitate to get in touch and see what an Apex Energy solar power solution
could do for you.
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Accreditations
Builders Licence

CERTIFICATIONS

(289807)

Electrical Contractors Licence
(288221)

CEC (Clean Energy Council)
Approved Solar Retailer

Triple Certified
Apex Energy is proud to be ISO accredited for Quality, Safety and the
Environment. Gaining and maintaining these certifications requires an
ongoing commitment to delivering industry best practices, something
all staff are responsible for. These certifications are an independent
verification of Apex Energy’s quality and safety focus culture.
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